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This page lists the recommended resources for learning geometry and measurement in a key 3/4 phase organized by topic. A huge thank you to all the people and organizations that share the educational resources. Fast Links: Time To Measure Against Mi Locus  |  Design  |  Complex measures  |  Similarity  |  Comparison  |  The basics of the corner
 |  Angles in parallel lines Bearings  |  Corners in landfills  |  Quadrilaterals  |  The Circle of Theorem  |  Perimeter and area  |  Circles  |  Volume and surface area  |  Real-life graphics  |  3D drawing  |  Coordinates  |  Symmetry  |  Shape transformation  |  Extensions  |  Pythagoras  |  Trigonometry  |  Boundaries  |  Vectors  |  Geometric proof  |  Revision It's
time Units, scales and measures (Back to the top) Loci  (Back to the top) (Back to the top) FreeThere is a serious lack of sheets on this area!! So, here are my 5 sheets covering; - the separation of the angle - perpendicular to perpendicular - 3 sheets on the construction of triangles - SSS, SAS and ASA. Use in conjunction with video tutorials on
mathopenref.com. They're great. Read moreFree Report FreeA powerpoint, including accurate, visual examples, questions and solutions on the lineup, straight edge and compass designs. The sheets at the bottom of the print presentation (you need to shorten to A5 to match the solutions that need to be measured). Includes some sophisticated curiosity,
including how to build a regular pentagon, and GSPs showing designs dynamically. Read moreFree Report
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